one pet at a time. thousands a year.

The day after Memorial Day I met an adopter exiting La Casa de Los Gatos on our Main Campus. He had chosen that day to adopt a feline, after living decades without a cat. When I congratulated and thanked him for adopting, he shared that his first child, a son, was allergic to cats. So after being raised with cats and owning felines as an adult, he went cat-less for his eldest. With his son graduated from college and serving in the U.S. Navy, he decided to adopt a feline in celebration of his son, the men & women serving in our armed forces and his love of cats. And a very special pet, Ashes, found a new loving home.

Sweet Ashes — a beautiful 7-year-old surrendered to our shelter — is one of 1,500+ cats we'll place into homes this year. She left our care how most do, adopted from our Main Campus (or Westside Adoption Center); but over the years Animal Humane has developed some unique placement avenues for felines.

Now in its 9th year, our Cats Around Town (CAT) program has led to 1,400+ felines finding their perfect match throughout our metro area. CAT partners range from The Yarn Store at Nob Hill, to the Albuquerque Cat Clinic to Clark's Pet Emporium — our TOP CAT adoption business since 2013!

Currently eight CAT partners showcase our pets and take great pride in introducing them to their patrons. And pet lovers leave their establishments with a surprise new friend in tow.

Launched this summer, our Working Cat program finds customized placements for felines who would not thrive in typical home settings. Adrianne Lommasson, Adoptions Manager, took the reins in designing our online request system for people offering the perfect ‘jobs’ for cats.

"It is a fulfilling experience to join the growing list of progressive shelters nationwide who have set up a Working Cat program. It’s rewarding to match a cat who is fearful of humans to an environment that fits their needs perfectly. These are cats who would not thrive in a traditional home setting, so workshops, stables, wineries and hobby farms are wonderful, safe & fulfilling alternatives. Adopters have later shared that their cats shadow them as they go about their work, observing from a safe distance. These are cats who previously were so frightened of people they avoided contact at all costs. Hearing how successful our Working Cats are in their new homes has been the best part of implementing our program," shares Adrienne.

How cats arrive at Animal Humane has changed greatly over the years. When launched in 2009, Project Fetch, our transfer program, largely focused on relocating dogs from rural shelters and tribal lands with limited resources and, in some cases, hoarding situations. However, the success of our Trap/Neuter/Return program has decreased owner surrenders & stray intakes of felines, and resulted in significant reductions in kitten intakes, too. The effects of our 13,000+ spay/neuters of community cats over the last decade (plus 47,000+ S/N of shelter & owned cats and dogs), have presented the opportunity to develop new cat-centric transfer partners. Now homeless felines from Albuquerque, Los Lunas, Espanola, Farmington, Jemez Springs, Las Cruces, Moriarty & Rio Rancho are finding refuge — and ultimately loving homes — through our transport, sterilization & adoption services.

Trinity was one of those transfers. She arrived at the Farmington Animal Shelter as a stray. Two weeks later, this sweet 8-year-old girl was transferred to our shelter. She was timid at first but, following needed dental work, she was adopted by a loving family. These adopters were so tickled with Trinity, they returned shortly to adopt Clive, a 4-year-old Chihuahua and the four-footed siblings are reportedly two peas in a pod.

continued on page 2
Special arrivals and placements are not exclusive to cats at Animal Humane — as every dog & puppy we shelter are expertly cared for, too. Although most follow the traditional adoption path, others have remarkable departures, which are made possible by the creative & tireless efforts of our team and donors.

Pets like Tye, who came to us when her owner moved out-of-state. We were told Tye was deaf, but we quickly learned that her sight was also quite limited. Naturally, Tye was frightened of her new surroundings and cautious about meeting strangers. Our team immediately contacted a rescue group, Tootsie’s Vision, specializing in care for dogs without two of their five senses. The group found an experienced adopter & organized transportation so Tye could travel to her new home in San Francisco. By the time Tye departed Animal Humane, she had blossomed while developing strong connections with our skilled behaviorists. Her new mother reports that Tye (now Luna) never leaves her side & sleeps with her daughter at night. That’s the power of connecting hands & hearts in our community and across the country so that each pet finds the love they deserve.

Every day, your support allows us to harbor, heal & transform lives. Most of our pets leave our adoption locations within a few days or weeks right through our front doors. Others, with special traits, find their perfect homes through remarkable journeys. Together, our love for homeless pets places thousands of cats & dogs throughout the year. Each made possible by you.

Donna M. Stumpf
Executive Director

Foster Care extraordinaire: meet Shannon Beaucaire

Can you think of anything cuter than puppies and kittens? Their roly-poly bodies and teeny, tiny noses have a tendency to leave pawprints all over our hearts... and our kitchens! No one knows that better than Shannon Beaucaire, one of our amazing Foster Care volunteers. Shannon dedicates her free time to ensuring that puppies who are too small or young for adoption — or who just need extra care — have a safe, serene space to, as Shannon puts it, “become the best 8-week-old puppies they can be.”

Beginning in college with a litter of kittens she found abandoned in a parking lot, Shannon has been dedicated to giving these vulnerable populations a strong start to life. Since becoming an Animal Humane Foster Parent in December 2015, Shannon — along with her trusty assistants Faith, the Rottweiler and Cu, the cat — has nurtured an amazing 20 puppies as they blossomed into loving, adoptable pets. Her success with these rambunctious pups is simple. She explains, “The puppies are with us during all of our activities. If we are gardening, they are with us. Taking the trash out. Cooking. And at the end of the day they have TV time or whatever we are doing that evening. They are exposed to activities and noises like laundry, mops, and vacuums. My entire goal is to expose them as much as possible to objects & routines they will experience in their home. I work with any fears they show so that they are confident, well-adjusted pups capable of handling just about anything.”

Shannon takes her commitment to her charges’ success one step further. Beginning with a pair of Great Dane puppies in 2016, she started providing detailed write-ups, accompanied by great photos, that provide information on each puppy’s behavior, likes, dislikes and general quirks. Her goal? To make sure that adoptive puppy parents have all the information they need to help their newest family member succeed at home!

Each year nearly 900 pets become members of our Foster Care family... roughly one-quarter of the total number of pets our shelter adopts. With so many high-need kittens, puppies, cats & dogs, we rely on the help of our wonderful donors and volunteers like Shannon to ensure they receive the care and attention they deserve. She admits that letting go is the hardest part of each foster, but she knows that before too long another pup (or two) will require her special brand of love and support. While Shannon helps puppies thrive, there are countless adult pets who benefit from the extra attention and love a dedicated Foster Parent can provide. Foster Care Manager, Samantha Montgomery, explains, “One of our biggest needs is medical fosters. These wonderful individuals help adult dogs and cats blossom with extra help during treatment or while recovering from surgery. Our Foster Parents truly ease the distress felt by these wonderful pets.”

If you are interested in becoming a Foster Parent and providing love and support to our most vulnerable pets, please fill out the application found in the Get Involved section of our website, and a member of our Foster Care Team will contact you!
save lives while having a super time at Doggie Dash & Dawdle

Albuquerque’s premier event for pet lovers is just around the corner! Please join Animal Humane New Mexico for our 35th Annual Doggie Dash & Dawdle on Sunday, November 5 from 8 am - 1 pm at Balloon Fiesta Park.

This year’s event includes:
- 5K Dash & our popular Dawdle fun walk/run.
- Rent-A-Dog (Help a shelter dog have a great day by accompanying them through the Dash, Dawdle or other fun activities!)
- Small Dog Sprint
- Doggie Carnival & Contests
- Agility Performance Arena
- Barkplace Vendors
- Local Food Trucks
- Live Music
- Ninja Core Obstacle Course (for humans)
- Nosing Around Photo Scavenger Hunt

All net proceeds from Doggie Dash & Dawdle directly benefit the homeless pets in Animal Humane’s loving care and our community outreach programs. It’s not just about dogs — event proceeds support our cats and cat programs too!

Register online at DoggieDashAndDawdle.org today!

bring your pack: start a team to help more pets

Are you a go-getter? A trendsetter? How about a social butterfly or party animal? Gather your friends, family & co-workers, form your own Doggie Dash & Dawdle team and work together to save precious pet lives on Sunday, November 5!

Support from Doggie Dash & Dawdle teams makes a huge impact on homeless pets and will ensure we reach our $300,000 fundraising goal.

All Team members receive a 10% discount with their registration using the coupon code: “DASHTEAM10!”

But don’t stop there! Once you’ve registered yourself and your team, you can start collecting donations to help us reach our goal. We’ve included a Fundraising Tool-Kit on our Dash website to make it easier than ever — and don’t forget to take a peek at this year’s fun-tastic fundraising prizes for motivation! Our wonderful partner, Sport Systems, is providing amazing prizes again this year, and you can check out their merchandise in person during Packet Pick-Up on Saturday, November 4.

Pack Perks: available to teams only!

Doggie Dash & Dawdle teams enjoy these exclusive perks:
- Avoid event-day lines by entering at our TEAM entrance.
- Enjoy post run/walk snacks & refreshments in our Team Tent.
- Receive recognition for your hard work. All teams with 6 or more members are eligible for the following awards:
  - Top Dog: The team that raises the most donations for Animal Humane receives a special prize and trophy to show off until next year, at which point it will be passed on to next year’s winner.
  - Largest Pack: The team with the most members wins special recognition as the largest Dash Pack.
  - Spirit Award: Awarded to the team that displays the most enthusiasm on event day. Costumes, anyone?

Lace up those running shoes, stretch out those legs or oil those wheels and meet us on the grass at Balloon Fiesta Park!
So often the pets who arrive at Animal Humane are only here for a brief respite. These happy, healthy pets simply need a moment to rest before continuing on to the next step of their journey. For some pets, however, their time with us means so much more... it means the opportunity to receive much-needed veterinary care or behavioral assistance. Your support ensures that homeless pets have not only a safe place to stay but also access to the resources that will help them find loving homes.

Charlie Hudson: from pain to play

Alone in a strange place, uncomfortable and scared, Charlie Hudson arrived at Animal Humane as part of a statewide Project Fetch transfer. We don’t know his history, but upon his arrival at our Main Virginia Street Campus, we noticed immediately that the 6-month-old Chihuahua/Terrier cross was in pain and unable to use one of his hind legs.

Because of your generous support, we had the necessary resources readily available to help this sweet little dog feel better and find a perfect family. A swift examination by our Donor-subsidized Veterinary Clinic Team revealed that he was suffering from Legg-Calvé-Perthes disease, a condition commonly found in young, small breed dogs. The vessels in his rear leg were not supplying the femoral head with enough blood, and the bone tissue had begun to die. Our talented veterinarians made the decision to remove Hudson’s femoral head, allowing him a greater range of motion and eliminating his discomfort.

Along with our traditional Medical Fosters, who provide in-home support to recovering pets who will soon become available for adoption, pets like Charlie Hudson, have the opportunity to recover while receiving constant one-on-one attention and nurturing.

Today, because you care about the well-being of homeless pets, Charlie Hudson has a full life, a warm bed and, most significantly, he has the ability to run and play with his canine siblings (and some chickens), free from pain and worry. Thank you for helping Charlie Hudson, and over 4,000 other pets each year find companionship, comfort and peace within a loving family.

Shiraz: better with age because of your support

What do you think of when you hear the name Shiraz? Perhaps you think of a full-bodied, dark red wine bursting with flavor. Or maybe you picture the cultural metropolis long-touted as the sophisticated Persian hub of poetry and flowers. If you are like many of us here at Animal Humane, you may think of the sweet and classy feline we met earlier this year. Arriving right before her 8th birthday, Shiraz had spent most of her life as an outside cat. Recognizing that she was aging, Shiraz’s family tried to help her transition into the role of indoor feline. Sadly, their inside-only cats never accepted Shiraz and, for her safety, they decided it was time to surrender this friendly feline into our care.

The many years Shiraz spent living outdoors, coupled with her age, resulted in the medical challenges we found when she arrived — the most noticeable of which were an obvious head tilt and an upper respiratory infection. As our Veterinary Team treated her URI, they noticed that this friendly senior feline appeared to have not only an accompanying outer ear infection, but an inner ear infection as well, a condition not commonly seen in cats. It didn’t appear to be Shiraz’s first ear infection either. In fact, we saw that a history of ear infections had damaged the nerves leading to her eye, usually referred to as “Horner’s Syndrome,” which caused her head tilt and minor balance issues — symptoms that have already begun to abate as her nerves are given time to heal. In spite of these obstacles, Shiraz has always allowed her affectionate personality to shine through.

Your generous giving to Animal Humane provided our Donor-subsidized Veterinary Clinic and Animal Care Teams with the resources they needed to ensure that Shiraz received the life-saving care she needed as soon as she arrived. Today, after eight weeks in our shelter, multiple veterinary checks and countless cuddles, she has found a place, and a person, to call home.

Shiraz, Adopted from Animal Humane
Beginning in 2011, Intel has offered retiring employees the opportunity to work with nonprofits where they can apply their business and manufacturing knowledge to help them build capacity and operate more efficiently. The program is called the Intel Encore Fellowship Program. Animal Humane New Mexico has been blessed with three of these high-powered Encore Fellows, whose impact on our mission can be seen organization-wide.

Lupe Santiago, Events Manager & Administrative Assistant, Marketing

Lupe worked as an Administrative Assistant at Intel before retiring in 2014. She decided to join the Fellowship Program to continue working part-time at something worthwhile. When she saw our listing she said she knew it would be perfect for her. She admits, “It’s an organization that I’ve supported but I didn’t know how I would feel being around the homeless cats and dogs.” She continues, “I see how passionate everybody is here about their jobs and how much care is given to the pets.”

Lupe works in our Marketing Department to help coordinate our signature events. She was instrumental in this year’s Feline Film Festival silent auction, and has helped us strengthen several important relationships that support our other annual events — Doggie Dash & Dawdle and the New Mexico Humane Conference. With an eye for detail, exceptional project management skills and a great attitude, Lupe has helped her department function more efficiently. According to our Marketing Director, Christina Thies, “Lupe has been integral in researching & securing new partnership opportunities with local businesses that care about making Albuquerque a better place for homeless pets.”

When asked what she enjoys most about working at Animal Humane she says, “Knowing that I’m part of the team that is making a difference in the pets’ lives. It’s been a great learning experience.”

Tony Arviso, Building Asset Coordinator, Facilities

Tony Arviso, a master electrician, gained a wealth of experience during his 25 years at Intel. Before retiring in 2016, he was an equipment technician in the semi-conductor factory. He was inspired to become an Encore Fellow after seeing how much is wife, Flora, also an Intel retiree, enjoyed her Encore Fellowship with Read West.

“Tony says Animal Humane was a great choice for him because he has had pets most of his life. “I interviewed,” he remembers, “and was impressed at how big and well organized the place is.”

During his time here, Tony set up a database, for all of our equipment. For months, he could be seen climbing up ladders to examine air conditioning units on the roof and walking through every hallway and office to document each piece of equipment and appliance, noting its previous maintenance, parts, manufacturer, model number and warranty information.

After documenting this expansive list within the Hippo Computerized Maintenance Management Software database, Tony formatted an electronic work-order system that allows team members at any of our three locations to submit work orders for needed maintenance while also allowing our Facilities Team to monitor and prioritize these tasks. As an added bonus, the software automatically notifies our Facilities Team when preventative maintenance is due. By streamlining and automating these processes, Tony has created more time for his busy team as they keep our three locations running smoothly and take the lead constructing our newest property — The Center at Animal Humane.

When he isn’t working, Tony enjoys the company of his two dogs Chato and Guber.

Dennis Van Driessche, Processing/Transportation Analyst, Thrift Shop

Open seven days a week, Animal Humane’s Thrift Shop processes hundreds of donations and sales every single day. With limited storage and sorting space, we needed a system to receive and sort items more efficiently so they can go on sale as quickly as possible.

After working at Intel for 30 years as an Engineering Technician, Dennis Van Driessche decided to become an Encore Fellow because he says he was curious about the non-profit sector. When he learned that our Thrift Store was looking for someone to improve their operations, he saw it as a perfect fit.

Dennis studied the flow of the receiving and sorting areas and made adjustments to move items more quickly. Once an item makes it out to the sales floor, we needed a better system to know how long something was available for sale. He introduced a coding system so items that have not sold in four to six weeks are moved out and sold to another agency.

Thrift has seven paid employees, who proudly take on the daily tasks involved with running our store including scheduling donation pick-ups in our box truck; receiving and processing donations; and ensuring that the quality items donated are prepared for quick sale. Volunteers are essential to the sorting, organizing, stocking and ultimately selling of items, given the constant influx of donations — and we invite you to help fill this essential volunteer role by visiting animalhumannm.org/get-involved/volunteer.

Given the integral function Volunteers play in our store we want to ensure that these caring individuals have the tools necessary to succeed! Ultimately, Dennis’ evaluation and process improvement suggestions will allow our Team and volunteers to ensure that both homeless items and homeless pets find great new families quickly!

When asked what he enjoys most about working at Animal Humane, Dennis responds, “Meeting the people and learning about a great organization.” Dennis has two pets, a dog named Pebbles and a cat named Abbey.

We thank our hard-working Intel Encore Fellows for choosing to share their valuable time and knowledge with us!
Humane Heroes: defending innocent pets one month at a time


If you have ever secretly wished you could throw on a cape and develop your favorite superpower, here is your chance! You can become a proud defender and protector of the dogs & cats in Animal Humane’s care by becoming a monthly donor — known to our Team and pets as Humane Heroes.

**Becoming a Humane Hero Is Easy & Convenient!**

When you become a Humane Hero, you don’t have to remember to mail in a check, make a phone call or jump online each time you want to make a gift to homeless pets. You may choose to set up automatic withdrawals from your credit card, debit card, or checking or savings account, and the gift amount of your choice will run on the 15th of each month. It’s that simple! You can change the amount or cancel at any time.

**Becoming a Humane Hero is Cost Effective!**

Our Humane Heroes program is the most cost-effective way to support homeless pets. Automatic, monthly giving provides a steady flow of income for the 200 dogs and cats in Animal Humane’s daily care. This stable source of revenue reduces our fundraising costs and allows more resources to be directed to programs that save lives.

**Becoming a Humane Hero Benefits Both You and Our Pets!**

Your monthly donations enable us to efficiently provide more life-saving services, resources and love to each of the more than 4,000 cats and dogs we re-home annually. In return for your generosity, you will receive special invitations to events; an Annual Statement totaling your contributions at the beginning of each year; Animal Humane’s quarterly newsletter, Paws for Thought; as well as our quarterly Humane Heroes electronic newsletter, exclusively for monthly donors.

---

**a beautiful friend**

I grew up with dogs from as long as I can remember. We have always had dogs in our home, and we truly cherished our canine family members. **A dog is a beautiful friend.** It doesn’t matter if you come home in a good mood or bad mood. They love you regardless, unconditionally. Currently, I share my life with Duchess, a 13-year-old German Shephard mix, and Lobo, an 11-year-old Siberian Husky. My beloved late parents, Lois and Robert, adopted Duchess from Animal Humane New Mexico. We worked together on bringing Duchess out of her frightened shell. She seemed to have come from an abusive situation; so, we doted on her, giving her the extra affection and all the love she needed to flourish. Now, she has a mind of her own and exudes confidence.

Recently, I reached out to Animal Humane New Mexico for assistance with naming them as my beneficiary. I feel it is the best place to give my money. I trust Animal Humane New Mexico more than any other organization to support homeless animals daily, and I believe they can sustain their work long-term.

Stefanie English, Senior Director of Development & Marketing, and Stephanie Miller, Director of Major Gifts, visited with me and my dogs at my home to help me through the process and become acquainted with my pets. As an Air Force veteran, I discovered that I was able to receive free estate planning and legal assistance from the legal office on Kirtland Air Force Base. Stefanie also helped me ensure that my pets would be cared for. She identified details I would probably have overlooked, such as ensuring my pets’ emergency information and care plan was easily visible should something happen to me. **Between Kirtland Air Force Base’s legal office and Animal Humane’s advice concerning Duchess & Lobo, my Will and Pet Plan were quickly completed.** I feel very relieved to have all these important pieces in place. I am confident that my canine kids are as well-planned for as anyone’s human kids. I appreciate Animal Humane, their work, and their compassionate support of both myself and my companion animals. I couldn’t ask for more!

— Eugene J. Homrich
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Jacee Miller
Tiger
Ruth A. Held
Toby
Carolyn M. Burgholzer
Tom
James A. Sanchez
Tonka
Donna Marie Stumpf
Elyse Thompson
Tortilla & Pixie
Joanne & James Peppili-Combes
Trixie
Sharon & Dick Neuman
Trouble
Sandy Miller-Johnson
Tryssan
Kathy & Rick Regenaberg
Ventra
Maria & Alexander Granda III
Vera Valdes
Zoarjuda & Michael Fevola
Webber
Susan & Richard Sokat
Wookie
Candie P. Raucher
Zane & Miss Zella
Alexis Rollinger
Zebes
Mariana E. Patrick
Zaphyr
Diane & David Williams
Ziggy
Miriam Greenwood
Zoey
Anne Zolin